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My Dear Patients,

We have lots of exciting news here in August at THE CENTER for
Advanced Dermatology!

1) Some of you have already met our new PA, Ms. Megan Rowe, who
started in early August. Megan has 6 years of experience as a
Physician Assistant working in the Glendale area. She is excited
about her role in our office.  PA Jamie Engstrom is once again in
retirement, as she is adopting a three year old boy from Uganda. We
wish her well in the growth of her family, and who knows if she will
add a second little boy, or if she will be back soon! 

2) Linda has added some more truly sensational pictures to our new
Before and After Book. Our Natural Needling has revolutionized the
treatment of acne and acne scarring, making scarring almost a thing
of the past. The Natural Needling is a much more affordable and
effective treatment with minimal downtime. We show the pictures
of the acne, but the results are just as good for anti‐aging! She also
has beautiful results with the Fraxel laser for pigmentation on the
face, the aging neck and chest. Now is the time to get your neck in
shape, the next step will be the injection of the Kybella to dissolve



the fat and tighten the turkey! Kybella will be available next month,
according to company reports.

3) Our next Botox/Xeomin Discount Day is September 10, and we still
have appointments available. The discounted $10/unit only occurs on
the 10th of the month when it falls on one of Dr. Holy's work days,
Monday through Thursday. Take advantage of the Medspa prices!

4) We have had a recent upsurge in men taking advantage of the
aesthetic services in our office. Yes, men too, feel better and are
more effective on the job when they look rested. From the removal
of pesky skin tags to power rejuvenation, all procedures help men to
be stronger, more effective businessmen.

Relax and enjoy our month of August, and the last few weeks of
summer. We look forward to seeing lots of moms when the kids get
back to school!

Warmly,
Dr. Holy 
 

            

https://www.facebook.com/pages/Adriana-K-Holy-MD-THE-CENTER-for-Advanced-Dermatology/1524439007797865?ref=hl


   

https://twitter.com/DrAdrianaHoly


click here to read about Radiesse for Hand Augmentation   

We Accept CareCredit

http://www.atlanticjom.org/2015/06/05/fda-clears-dermal-filler-radiesse-for-hand-augmentation/
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